
DDISCLAIMERISCLAIMER
Those of you who are in the horror fiction community who called this book libel –Those of you who are in the horror fiction community who called this book libel –  
over the past two years I've been called a child beater, a woman beater, an alcoholic,over the past two years I've been called a child beater, a woman beater, an alcoholic,   
a racist and a con man.  One of those people made the claim that I was shovelinga racist and a con man.  One of those people made the claim that I was shoveling  
around Confessional to anyone willing to read it. That is untrue – and I am going toaround Confessional to anyone willing to read it. That is untrue – and I am going to   
say right now,  the person who had threatened to get this book pulled,  I am justsay right now,  the person who had threatened to get this book pulled,  I am just  
giving an acurate picture of how they are.  They are screaming “libel” because ofgiving an acurate picture of how they are.  They are screaming “libel” because of  
bruised egos because someone is putting a lot of thought into a rebuttal that they arebruised egos because someone is putting a lot of thought into a rebuttal that they are  
going around I am not intelligent or a racist. If I was a racist I wouldn't have a KKKgoing around I am not intelligent or a racist. If I was a racist I wouldn't have a KKK  
hanging from a tree within the pages of the memoir;  so those of you who are reallyhanging from a tree within the pages of the memoir;  so those of you who are really   
insulted by what I say within these pages – take it with a grain of salt.insulted by what I say within these pages – take it with a grain of salt.

If you got this book by ill-gained means, then everything I say within these pagesIf you got this book by ill-gained means, then everything I say within these pages  
you deserve.   I am not going  around pirating your titles or swiping stories fromyou deserve.   I am not going  around pirating your titles or swiping stories from   
your catalog to insult you.  I am not swiping your psuedonyms to diss you – so Iyour catalog to insult you.  I am not swiping your psuedonyms to diss you – so I  
kindly  say  this,   give  me  the  same  common  decency..    If  one  is  going  aroundkindly  say  this,   give  me  the  same  common  decency..    If  one  is  going  around  
distributing the .pdf of the book's body alone without the TOC or introduction,  it isdistributing the .pdf of the book's body alone without the TOC or introduction,  it is   
the same as walking into a movie theater with a video camera then selling the videothe same as walking into a movie theater with a video camera then selling the video  
tape outside the theater. tape outside the theater. 

Some  of the things in this book are from my memory but some things going farSome  of the things in this book are from my memory but some things going far  
back as 1994-1995,  when I had the composition books well those are lost but what isback as 1994-1995,  when I had the composition books well those are lost but what is   
within these pages – the early parts of the book are actually from those years.  Ifwithin these pages – the early parts of the book are actually from those years.  If   
those of you whose are Christians and not used to the profanity or sexual content,those of you whose are Christians and not used to the profanity or sexual content,   
you were warned..  This is not for those who are easily offended or the ones that I amyou were warned..  This is not for those who are easily offended or the ones that I am  
not sensitive.   Some of the aspects of the book – the source material came from anot sensitive.   Some of the aspects of the book – the source material came from a   
Tabloid Purposes 3 contributor who uncovered a lie that was being passed aroundTabloid Purposes 3 contributor who uncovered a lie that was being passed around   
about how I stole stories for Tabloid Purposes 3 and IV.  That author who accusedabout how I stole stories for Tabloid Purposes 3 and IV.  That author who accused  
me of this and says I was a liar, well that will be in the open here.  me of this and says I was a liar, well that will be in the open here.  

The  quotations  are  used  in  fair  use  to  help  tell  this  story  and  containsThe  quotations  are  used  in  fair  use  to  help  tell  this  story  and  contains  
photographs that were taken by friends and relatives over the years too – most ofphotographs that were taken by friends and relatives over the years too – most of  
them were during my career these were taken.    The jokes at the expense of the heavythem were during my career these were taken.    The jokes at the expense of the heavy  
metal musicians – it is all out of fun here.  If you are friends with some of them andmetal musicians – it is all out of fun here.  If you are friends with some of them and   
get pissed off,  you didn't take it in the spirit it was written.  Those of you in theget pissed off,  you didn't take it in the spirit it was written.  Those of you in the   
industry threatening to sick one of their pet lawyers on me to file a libel lawsuit –industry threatening to sick one of their pet lawyers on me to file a libel lawsuit –   
sue me for what?  I just run on a fixed income and do this entirely out of pocket.sue me for what?  I just run on a fixed income and do this entirely out of pocket.   
Those of you who snub on indepenent authors and work with places to put theirThose of you who snub on indepenent authors and work with places to put their   
work out themselves – you really don't know what you are missing because thework out themselves – you really don't know what you are missing because the   
new decade is the age of the indepenent artist. new decade is the age of the indepenent artist. 

If one is going around passing the body around without my permission, theyIf one is going around passing the body around without my permission, they  
have the personality of a prolasped rectum.  If you bought this book from lulu.com,  Ihave the personality of a prolasped rectum.  If you bought this book from lulu.com,  I  
sincerely thank you for supporting indepenent authors.    But those of you who aresincerely thank you for supporting indepenent authors.    But those of you who are  
going around saying I am racist or a misgynist,  that is a misconception of me – agoing around saying I am racist or a misgynist,  that is a misconception of me – a   
big misconception.  Calling me “homophohic” when I am speaking the truth aboutbig misconception.  Calling me “homophohic” when I am speaking the truth about  
homosexuality – when I reference the testimony that closed out Issue 10 as the focalhomosexuality – when I reference the testimony that closed out Issue 10 as the focal   
point.point.


